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- What type of examination will it be ? 

- How to mark your answers? 

- What preparation is needed ? 

- Practice test questions. 

Sample answer-sheet etc. 

CANDIDATES INFORMATION BULLETIN 
General 
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3 GENERAL INFORMATION: 

developed 
and 

administeredt 
through 

procedures 
desin 

tion 

security 
before, 

during 
and after the test 

Entrance 
Test is an objective examinati 

nistered through 
procedurn designed to prata 

The Colege Entrance 

break 
The 

examination 
will be given in a single session witho 

on the date and time, 
and at the test centre given on your Admi Card or 

Callletter 

noices 
In the Entrance Test each question will have four ans 

printed under it in the test book. You will be required to selo Ce 
You will be required to select tthe one 

ark the answe 

FH FM uMT TFE HTN (Objectve type) 

the separate sheet which willi be given to you (sample shown 

outside back cover of this bulletin.) 

and ONLY ONE best answer to each question and mark the anc 
On 

in the examination halli you will be given a test book and an 

answer-sheet. 

In the test book the questions will be numbered serially and afer 

each question four or five answers will be given. Those choices will be 

lettered A,B,C,D or E aera E 3eRifpa fa T}TI 

On the answer sheet you will find oval spaces beside each 

question number. Each oval will contain a letter A,B,C, D. First decide 

which is the correct or best answer out of those given for each 

3ETR r7 a öI Y7 ar 31HT A, B, C, D, 3727TE 

question.Then indicate your answer by filing-in i.e. blackening the 

Correct oval for the answer you have selected against the seriai number 

ofthe question by a black HB pencil (See the sample given on page 4) 

After reading a question you should select the right answer, tnen 
90 on to the answer sheet and blacken the oval representing the lete, 

against that particular question number, See the example given 
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way Mark Answer like this 
OOO®The corra 

-O -

00O0| Do not mark like this OO®O¬| The wrong way 

Remember that you are to mark onily one answer for each 

queston. you mark more than one answer for any question all sueh 

answers will be treated as wrong even fone of your answers is corect 
If you want to change your answer be sure to erase your old answer 

completely and then mark your correct answer. 

You should have with you the following items when you go to 
the test centre 

1. Your Admit Card bearing your roll number (Admit Card 
.) and your passport sze photograph. The Photograph 

must be a recent one taken in a photo studio and must 
clearly show your face. 

3TY51 gaT 77 fTH 7 3T5 T R Admit Cad 
No.) BTTT TR 3TY47 qrYre Ar 5 572 ET 

2. Two or more black HB pencils, an eraser and a pencil 
sharpener is all you need in the examination room. Do 
not use pen or coloured pencil. 
Please note that you will not be permitted to take scratch 
or rough paper, scales, drawing instruments, calculators, dictionary, etc, inside the examination room. 

Pleace occupy your allotted seat in the examination room at the time indicated on your admit card, othewise y may not be allowed to take examination. 
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For your help, sample questions have been provider 

various 
subjects. 

The correct 
answers to t 

the end. 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS 

English Language 
Direction for Question No. 1: Read the sentence to find out 

whether there is any error in it. Each sentence is divided into four parts 

with letter A,B,C,D & E under each part. When you find an eror, note 

the letter and mark the answer on the answer sheet If there is no error, 

been provided below on answers to these queston are given in 
Sample 

question 
and 

answers : 

B.A. Admissions: 

There will be no subject tests for candidates seekin 

admissions to B.A. These candidates will be given a test conta 

sections of reasoning question and language (Hindi and/or English) 

mark E. 

There being/no other business/the meeting was closed/by 

A. 

given a test contain 1. 
B. C. 

the chairman/No eror 

E. and may be sections of general 
awareness questions. 

D. 
B. Sc.Admissions 

Candidates seeking admission to B. Sc. will appear in either 

physics, Chemistry, Maths or Physics, Cnemistry, Biology. InAddition 

there may be sections of aptitude test or language ability 

Chemistryy 
When PbO, is converted to Pb (NO,), the Pb atom 

C.gains two protons 
D.gains two electrons 

2 
A. loses two protons 
B. loses two electrons 

T PbO Pb (NO)~ q«TTI * T Pb uT 

A. tei- Aram& 
D. scA d 

Physics 
3. Nearly how much work can be obtained from 250 calories of heat? 

B. 1045 Ergs C. 10500 Joules A. 1050 Joules 

D. 1045 Watts B.A. I 
3. 250 oiN ZT TTTI fDTI TBT? 

A. 1050 B.1045 3TT C.10500 
D. 1045 TE 

Biology 
4. Shoot produced by a potato tuber, stored in a warm dark and moist 

place, are much longer and provide good evidence that 

A. light may increase the rate of cell elongation. 
B. light has an inhibitory effect on cel elongation. 

C. light is essential for plant growth. 
D. potato tuber is an underground stem. 

B.Sc. dI g 

B.Sc. waT srufetui fasTa, TEITT fasT 
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TE WA SI neral Awareness f am 

Which one of the following is not connected with medicine? A.Alexander Fleming. B.Helen Keller C. Madam Curie E.William Harvey 

8. 

Mathematics 
D. Louis Pastur 5. What is the value of (4)5/22 

(4)-6/2 z51 HA 
A. 1/16 

8. 

A. s rdffm B. m dar C.az T 
B. 1/32 C. 1/64 D. 1/128 

D. gH AR 

m a Trn Non-Verbal Reasoning 

E. faferr Bd 
mf&s Tfess qram Verbal Reasoning Ability Ad: A 6 fo 

fAd: 9 fo eimhA .mo0.8 
ens te 

TT rTR 5 3TR A,B,C,D qT E THTDT fy T EI TR 

Direction : For Question 6 
In the following question you will find a word or a pair of words printed after the question number. Below this word are printed five answers marked A,B,C,D, and E. From among the five answers, select the word which means most nearly the same thing as the word in the question. 

ATTdi A, B, C, D, E aE 3T rer 
Direction: For Question 9 

In the section of the test on the left hand side gf the page ore given question figures and a question mark (?) in a box. Thiese figures are alike in some way. You are to decide how they are aljke. Then, from the answer choices A, B, C, D, & E on the right hand side of the page select the one figure that should be put in place of the question mark (?) so that it may not break the series of the queston figures 

6. roof a 

C. house D. chimney E. antenna 
fa-

A. top B. lid 

37-T 
HEIM ATf7 qTrI Quantitive Reasoning Ability 

AT TgA 7 faY 

A Example 

QUESTION FIGURES ANSWER FIGURES 

X>V? 
Direction: For Question 7 

In the following question, a series of numbers are given in a 
cartain order. You have to figure out the way in which the numbers are 
arranged. Then you are to decide which number is to come next in the 
series. Find that number among the choices given and mark your 

A BC D E 

Explanation : In the question above we find that after third figure according to the series the next figure should be D of the answer 
figures. Therefore, the correct answer is D. 

answer 

19 18 17 16 
A. 20 B. 13 C. 14 D. 18 

15 ? 7 



ANSWER SHEET 
SIDE 2 
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POR MARKING ANSVERS 

f 
10. 

CODE NO 

rox orvics va ONLY 

A e B, T C. 4 D.F 

8 
B.Com.Admleskon 

Test consisting of sections Commerce, Verbal Reasoning, 

Quanttative Reasoning. General Awareness and English Languaoe 
will be given to the candidates 

DOOOOO 
SPACE PO8 MARKING ANSERS 

IM |(DOOO 

Sample Questions for Commerce 
11. The credit balanoe in the bank account is 

A. an asset 

C.a capita 
B. a liability 

D.a revenue 

C. y D. y sT 

13. When dlvidend is declared, t must be paid within 
A. 30 days 
C. 45 days D.60 days 

B. 42 days 

7 

A. 30 f B.42 ta 
c. 45 D. 60 a 

KEYS 
1.D 2.D 3.A 

7.C 8.C 9.D 10.C 11.A 12A 
4.B 5.B 6.B 



CANDIDATE INFORMATION 

Yojana 100218 2. Roll No. 1. Name 

(exacty as given in the Admit Card) 
3. Test Centre LL College Lucknow. 4. Application No. 

City Centre Name (if any) 
5. Test Book Serial No. 8809_6. Test Fom No 245_7. Room Na 87 8. Candidate's Undertaking :/ agree to abide by the rules of this 

examination as given in the bulletin 
of Information, the Test and by the 
Test Supervision. To be signed in presence of invigjilato Invigilator's Certification: I have carefully examined the iD 
of this candidate and also all the 
entries made above & below. 
certify that these are corect. (Invigilators signature in ful) 

DIRECTIONS 

Copy Test Fom Number, the same as in item 6 above, here 
IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER 
1. Use only a black HB pencil to wnite or to mark answers on this sheet. 

Make sure each mark is dark and completely flls the intended oval so that you can not read the letter printed inside that oval. 

Mark you answers like this CORRECT 

O©@| 
AOCD 
OOO 

Do not mark like 4 
WRONG 

3. If you wish to change an answer, first erase the original answer completely. Incomplete erasures may be read as intended answers. 

4. Mark only one answer for each question. If more than one answer is marked for any question all such answers will be treated as wrong, even if one ofthem is correct. 
5. You may find that this answer sheet contains more answer spaces than the number of questions or answer choices in your test book. Ifso leave them blank. 
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